1. Recognition to Sara for going over and above. A patron left her purse in the library the evening before our three day Christmas break. Rather than having the patron worry about her purse, which included her cell phone, Sara drove to the patron’s home that night to return it to her.

2. We have recently received a few complaints regarding items not in the collection. Some may have been weeded or were never in the collection to begin with. For older materials staff has offered the option of Interlibrary Loan. One complaint centered around not having multiple copies of Last of the Mohicans. Our print copy is out and overdue. It has circulated twice since 2005. Additionally, we have a downloadable E-book and audiobook available.

3. In the past year or so, there has been an increase in challenged materials across the country, particularly in school libraries. Most disturbing has been proposed legislation where individuals can demand removal of library materials without any review. There has also been increasing incidence of similar attempts to censor materials at public libraries.

4. Director completed annual reviews for staff.

5. Director promoted Cassidy to adult services coordinator. It’s essentially what’s she has been doing the past year with additional supervisory responsibilities.